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 Summary
 Background: We planned to investigate contribution of DWMR to the treatment efficacy with ADC values which 

were measured in acute and chronic plaque before and after MS treatment. ADC changes in normal 
appearing white matter (NAWM) in patients with MS and healthy volunteers were also evaluated in 
this study.

 Material/Methods: 25 patients with MS and 30 healthy subjects with normal brain MR findings were included to our 
study. Contrast enhancement in plaque was evaluated as an acute, and non-contrast enhancement 
in plaque was evaluated as a chronic. Also, ADC measurements were performed using the same 
parameters in NAWM in plaque neighborhood and volunteers. Results were compared with 
appropriate statistical methods.

 Results: ADC values in acute and chronic plaques were decreased after the treatment, and these reductions 
were statistically significant for acute plaqus in b500 and for chronic plaques in b500 and b1000. 
The mean ADC values were measured as 1.53±0.49×10–3 and 1.43±0.58×10–3 in acute plaques and 
1.40±0.35×10–3 and 1.34±0.36×10–3 mm2/sec in chronic plaques before and after the treatment.

 Conclusions: We think that DWMR have important role due to quantitative measurement ability in the 
evaluation of the treatment efficacy of the MS patients with acute attack in addition to contrast-
enhanced MR sequence.
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Background

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is one of the demyelinating disor-
ders of the central nervous system (CNS). The etiology of 
MS is yet not clear but genetic and environmental factors 
are two of the causes [1]. The most commonly affected pop-
ulation is young adults (range from 20 to 40 years). MS is 
seen 2–3 times more common in women than in men [2].

The diagnosis of MS is based on the clinical symptoms and 
history. Detailed neurological examination, magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI), visual evoked potential (VEPs) and 
the blood tests assist the diagnosis. But there is no labora-
tory test to make a definite diagnosis [3,4].

The diagnosis of MS is based on the McDonald crite-
ria which were revised by Therapeutics and Technology 
Assessment Subcommittee of the American Academy 
of Neurology in 2005. The McDonald criteria include the 
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Barkhof-Tintore imaging criteria [5–7]. These are (1) at least 
one gadolinium-enhancing lesion or nine T2-hyperintense 
lesions, (2) at least one infratentorial lesion, (3) at least one 
juxtacortical lesion and (4) at least three periventricular 
lesions. Three of four is sufficient for the diagnosis. In 2005 
the spinal cord lesions were assigned the same status as the 
infratentorial lesions [5,8].

The sensitivity of MRI is high in early and asymptomatic 
MS plaques. The sensitivity of MRI for spinal cord lesions 
varies from 68 to 89% in different papers [2,9]. MS plaques 
generally occur in the white matter although 10% of the 
plaques are seen in the gray matter. The MS plaques are 
generally seen in the capsula interna, periventricular white 
matter, corpus callosum and pons [10].

Some conventional findings of MS are T2- and fast fluid 
attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR)-hyperintense 
plaques perpendicular to the lateral ventricules and thin-
ning of the corpus callosum. These plaques show similar 
signal characteristics to the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) in 
T2-Weighted Images (WI) thus Proton Dansity (PD) and 
FLAIR sequences also help to differentiate MS plaques 
from small CSF areas. Gadolinium-enhanced post-contrast 
T1WI presents the stage and activity of plaques and dis-
ease [2,11].

Nowadays, it is popular to use diffusion weighted MRI 
to evaluate the lesions anywhere in the body [12–18]. 
Diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) is very sensitive to alter-
ations of the Brownian movements of water molecules. 
Moreover, DWI does not need contrast media and takes 
very short time [9,11]. DWI describes the water molecular 
movements using a powerful diffusion gradient independ-
ent from T1 and T2 relaxation times. The disorder progress 
causes changes in the water molecular movements. In con-
ventional MRI the effect of molecular movement of water 
on the images is very low. But in DWI the molecular move-
ments of water create the images. The diffusion coefficient 
can be measured and mapped. DWI usually uses cytotox-
ic and vasogenic edema in the diagnostics [19]. However, 
potential contributions of DWI to the conventional 
sequences in non-ischemic disorders are important. The 
main disadvantage of DWI is a marked decrease in the sig-
nal-noise ratio and tissue contrast secondary to the pow-
erful diffusion gradients [20]. The contrast resolution and 
anatomic borders are weakened in DWI. Thus DWI should 
be evaluated together with convantional MRI sequences.

In this study, we aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of 
treatment in acute and chronic plaques in MS patients with 
acute exacerbation, using Apparent Diffusion Coefficient 
(ADC) measurements before and after the acute attack 
treatment. Additionally, we evaluated the ADC values of 
the white matter nearby the acute and chronic plaques 
of MS patients and normal white matter of healthy 
individuals.

Material and Methods

Informed consent was obtained from all MS patients and 
control group. The study was performed in accordance 

with the ethical guidelines of the Helsinki Declaration and 
approved by the local ethics committee.

A total of 25 (12 men, 13 women) MS acute attack patients 
and 30 (9 men, 21 women) controls were included in 
this prospective study. The patients were referred to the 
Radiology Department from the Neurology Department. 
MS acute attack diagnosis was made in the Neurology 
Department according to the symptoms, history, physi-
cal examination, and laboratory tests including the lum-
bar puncture (mononuclear pleocytosis and increase in 
IgG). Cranial and spinal MRI of the patients was performed 
just before treatment and in the week after treatment. The 
treatmant included 500 mg of IV steroid per day for 5–10 
days. The measurements were made from the acute and 
chronic plaques and white matter nearby the plaques in the 
patients and normal white matter in the control group. A 
standardized region of interest (ROI) (30–50 mm²) was used 
to measure the ADC (mm²/sec) values. Three different b 
values were used as b100, b500 and b1000. All the meas-
urements were done for all b values. The control group 
was selected from the patients who were admitted to the 
Neurology Department with a headache but had no pathol-
ogy on MRI or laboratory tests.

The MRI equipment was: a 1.5 T GE Signa Highspeed scan-
ner Excite (General Electric, Milwaukee, WI, USA). Pre- and 
post-contrast standard cranial MRI, DWI and ADC map-
ping were performed. Standardized sagittal, coronal and 
axial images were done for T1 spin echo, T2 spin echo, and 
FLAIR sequences. Intravenous Gadolinium, 0.1 mmol/kg, 
was used for contrast enhancement. The plaques showing 
contrast enhancement were considered as acute plaques.

A total of 23 acute plaques and 73 chronic plaques were 
evaluated. The ADC values were measured for three differ-
ent b values.

The measurements were also done from the normal white 
matter of MS patients before and after treatment; as well 
as in the control group.

Colored and black-white ADC mapping were obtained by 
postprocessing DWI on a workstation (Advantage Windows, 
software version 2.0, GE Medical Systems). The ROIs were 
adjusted to the acute and chronic plaques and nearby nor-
mal white matter of the patients and normal white matter 
of the control group. In the control group, the ROIs were 
adjusted to the bifrontal subcortical white matter and to 
tissues adjacent to the bilateral lateral ventricul frontal 
horns paying attention to adjusting far away from the ven-
tricular system and gray matter (Figure 1).

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using Statistical Package 
for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 12.0 for Windows. 
Correlations were assessed by Spearman’s correlation coef-
ficient. Continuous variables were expressed as mean ± 
standard deviation. Student’s t-test and Paired Sample test 
were used to compare the means. P values lower than 0.05 
were considered statistically significant.
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Results

The white matter ADC values of acute and chronic plaques 
showed a significiant difference after treatment in b1000 
value (Table 1). The ADC values of the white matter nearby 
the chronic plaques were higher than of the white matter 
nearby the acute plaques before treatment for all b values 
(Table 2). The ADC values of the white matter nearby the 
chronic plaques were higher than of the white matter near-
by the acute plaques after treatment for b100 and b1000 
values (Table 3). In Table 4 the mean ADC values of acute 
and chronic plaques are demonstrated.

Discussion

In attack patients the plaques show nodular and homo-
geneus enhancement. On control MRI after the treatment 
of an attack, the number and the enhancement of plaques 
decrease.

The MRI findings of MS attack activation include new 
plaque formation, increase in the diameter of an old 
plaque, or contrast enhancemet. It is hard to detect 
an active plaque in T2 WI although easy to use contrast 
enhancement. Contrast enhancement can indicate the acti-
vation of new and old plaques [21].

The treatment of MS is divided into two approaches: attack 
treatment and relaps-remission treatment. The corticoster-
oids shorten the attack time and accelerate the healing pro-
cess [22–24].

MRI is the primary imaging modality to diagnose MS and 
follow up the plaques and has a high sensitivity to detect 
the plaques [25]. Contrast enhancement in MS plaques 
indicates activation and is superior to the clinical assess-
ment [26]. The contrast enhancement shows peak after the 
5th minute and reaches a platau within 20 minutes [27].

The disorders in the white matter and axonal mem-
brane permeability cause an increase in ADC values [28]. 
Typically, MS plaques tend to have increased ADC values 
compared to contralateral white matter [29]. The increase 
of ADC is not specific and also seen in demyelinisation, 
gliosis, inflammation and axonal loss. The high ADC val-
ues in normal white matter in MS indicate microstructur-
al changes [30]. In the research of Schmierer et al. it was 
reported that in postmortem MS cases there was a correla-
tion between mean ADC values and demyelinisation [31].

In our study we demonstrated that the ADC values of acute 
and chronic plaques showed decrement after the therapy. 
This finding can be related with the decrease in the diffu-
sion restriction due to the therapy. The ADC values of the 
white matter of chronic plaques are higher than the ADC 
values of acute plaques before and after treatment. Perhaps 
the plaques affect the circumjacent white matter and the 
diffusion restriction is increased according to the time of 
tissue being affected. Maybe increasing time of tissue being 
affected increases diffusion restriction.

To the best of our knowledge there is no study in the lit-
erature on the evaluation of the effectiveness of MS attack 
therapy using the DWI values. Werring et al. detected mod-
erately and highly increased ADC values in just developing 

Fgure 1.  Pre- and post-treatment b: 1000 ADC values of an acute MS plaque and nearby NAWM in a patient with MS exacerbation. Acute plaque 
in the left parietal lobe (A) is hypointense on precontrast T1WI, (B) hyperintense on T2WI, (C) displays peripheral enhancement after IV 
contrast medium injection. (D) ADC map before treatment (E) ADC map after treatment.

A
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MS plaques. And they also found that contralateral normal 
white matter showed mildly increased ADC values [32]. 
It has been shown that the ADC values of MS plaques are 
higher than those of normal white matter and also the 
ADC values of acute plaques are higher than of the chronic 
ones [33]. In our study we found that the ADC values of 
acute plaques were higher than of the chronic plaques. And 
also the ADC values of acute and chronic plaques tended 
to decrease after treatment. The cause of that decrement 

could related to the decreasing edema in the plaques due to 
the steroids. Thus, the Brownian movements of water mol-
ecules show normality. Additionally, the normal white mat-
ter ADC values of MS patients were higher than those of 
control group ADC values. This was probably related to the 
micromolecular changes in the white matter of MS patients 
that were not detectable with conventional MRI sequences. 
Perhaps there was microscopic involvement in the normal 
white matter of MS patients.

Acute plaque
(BT)

N=23

Acute plaque
(AT)

N=23
p

Chronic plaque
(BT)

N=73

Chronic plaque
(AT)

N=73
p

b100  1.76±0.54  1.59±0.63 0.440  1.75±0.43  1.65±0.45 0.355

b500  1.44±0.42  1.24±0.38 0.042  1.30±0.23  1.24±0.18 0.028

b1000  1.30±0.38  1.16±0.35 0.093  1.19±0.21  1.15±0.19 0.040

Table 4. The mean ADC values of acute and chronic plaques before and after treatment (×10–3 mm2/sec).

BT – before treatment; AT – after treatment. In both acute and chronic plaques the ADC values were decreased in all b values after treatment.

White matter 
nearby acute 
plaque (BT)

White matter nearby 
acute plaque (AT) p

White matter 
nearby chronic 

plaque (BT)

White matter 
nearby chronic 

plaque (AT)
p

b100  1.05±0.37  1.12±0.61 0.617  1.27±0.46  1.20±0.55 0.355

b500  0.90±0.06  0.91±0.14 0.719  0.93±0.12  0.91±0.10 0.042

b1000  0.78±0.08  0.78±0.07 0.950  0.83±0.08  0.80±0.09 0.000

Table 1. Normal white matter ADC values of nearby acute and chronic plaques before and after treatment (×10–3mm2/sec).

BT – before treatment; AT – after treatment.

White matter 
nearby acute 
plaque (BT)

White matter nearby 
chronic plaque 
Control Group

p
White matter 

nearby chronic 
plaque (BT)

White matter 
nearby chronic 
plaque Control 

Group

p

b100  1.05±0.37  1.53±0.52 0.000  1.27±0.46  1.53±0.52 0.013

b500  0.90±0.06  0.86±0.05 0.023  0.93±0.12  0.86±0.05 0.003

b1000  0.78±0.08  0.72±0.10 0.001  0.83±0.08  0.72±0.10 0.000

Tablo 2. The ADC values (×10–3 mm2/sec) of the white matter nearby acute and chronic plaques before treatment and control group.

BT – before treatment; AT – after treatment.

White matter 
nearby acute 
plaque (AT)

White matter nearby 
chronic plaque 
Control Group

p
White matter 

nearby chronic 
plaque (AT)

White matter 
nearby chronic 
plaque Control 

Group

p

b100 1.12±0.61 1.53±0.52 0.012 1.20±0.55 1.53±0.52 0.050

b500 0.91±0.14 0.86±0.05 0.115 0.91±0.10 0.86±0.05 0.028

b1000 0.78±0.07 0.72±0.10 0.048 0.80±0.09 0.72±0.10 0.010

Tablo 3. The ADC values (×10–3 mm2/sec) of the white matter nearby acute and chronic plaques after treatment and control group.

BT – before treatment; AT – after treatment.
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The main limitation of our study was that some of the 
plaque measurements could not be carried out after treat-
ment. Especially the formal changes of the plaques after 
treatment were difficult to measure.

We also detected that some of the contrast-enhanced 
plaques showed lower ADC values than chronic plaques. 
Thus, it is not objective enough to use DWI only. Contrast 
enhancement is essential and constitutive. Tekşam et l. 
reported that contrast-enhanced MR images were essential 
to diagnose the active plaques because of the missmatch 
between increased diffusion and active plaques [34].

Conclusions

In our study we demonstrated that the ADC values of acute 
and chronic plaques showed a decrease after the therapy. 
The ADC values of the white matter of chronic plaques 
were higher than the ADC values of acute plaques before 
and after treatment. Perhaps the plaques affect the cir-
cumjacent white matter and the diffusion restriction is 
increased according to the time of tissue being affected. 
Maybe, the higher the time affecting the tissue, the higher 
the diffusion restriction. We think that further research 
studies on MS and DWI are required.
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